New Dinosaur Discovered
New dragon-like dinosaur discovered in china | time Paleontologists in qijiang city, china have discovered a
new species of dinosaur whose physical characteristics bear resemblance to a dragon. the creature likely New
horned dinosaur, cousin of triceratops, discovered As one of the oldest specimens of the horned dinosaur family,
wendiceratops might help answer why, precisely, triceratops' horns and frills evolved. Discovery of new giant
dinosaur rewrites evolutionary history A new giant dinosaur that lived between 210 and 205 million years ago in
what is now argentina has been discovered, according to a study published in the journal Cretalamna bryanti:
new dinosaur-era shark, ancestor to Cretalamna bryanti: new dinosaur-era shark, ancestor to fierce and ancient
megalodon, discovered in alabama New dinosaur species discovered in australia A new species of turkey-sized
herbivorous dinosaur being named diluvicursor pickeringi has been unearthed in southeastern australia. Giant
feathered dinosaur, with ‘unprecedented’ features But the newly found dinosaurs are the first raptors —
feathered, two-legged carnivores — ever discovered in the formation, scientists say. and at 66 million years Sue
(dinosaur) - wikipedia Sue is the nickname given to fmnh pr 2081, which is the largest, most extensive and best
preserved tyrannosaurus rex specimen ever found at over 90% recovered by bulk Fossil of 'first giant' dinosaur
discovered in argentina Read more about sharing. these are external links and will open in a new window. close
share panel
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